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70 years
of the

Catholic Walking Club of Victoria

through the pages of
The Catholic Walker
and our photo collections
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Message from the President

A

s our Catholic Walking Club of Victoria
celebrates its 70th year, it prompts us all to
think about what the Club has meant for so many
members over so many years.

more years. Others have joined the club in their
middle years and found the enjoyment of walking
that they never had the chance to experience
before. Some have experienced personal crises in
their lives and found the companionship and
support from club members a way forward out of
their sadness. So, for many reasons we can give
thanks to God for what the Club has been for so
many people.

For seventy years, the Club has provided the
opportunity to so many people to experience the
Australian bush and coastal settings in a variety of
ways. Our walks have taken members to the far
reaches of Victoria and interstate, providing the
chance to appreciate the wonders of the Australian
landscape. And, of course, there have been
international trips from time to time. Out of these
walking experiences many lifelong friendships have
been formed, as well as many marriages.

The recent gathering at Jells Park in May was a
wonderful reunion for many of the past members
who came to meet again and renew friendships.
Friendships that have survived long after they
stopped active walking.

Members have been able to share their lives and
wealth of experience with one another and to
provide support in the various difficulties we have
experienced together. One vivid experience that
comes to mind was the death of Vera Newberry in
Tasmania in 2009 because of a bicycle accident while
on a club tour. This was a very traumatic experience
for the large group on the tour.

The future of the Catholic Walking Club of Victoria
looks full of hope. Recently, we have had quite a
number of new members joining the club. While
many of us are now retired, most club members
are physically well and coping with walks,
according to their capacity. This good health is
surely a reminder of the positive benefits of
walking. So, the club looks to the future with hope
and the confidence that each week, provided we
don’t get more lockdowns, we will get good
numbers of walkers on our walks and the Club will
continue to prosper.

The way members worked together to support one
another as events unfolded during the days after this
event was most impressive. This type of support and
care for the other person gives a strong sense of what
the word Catholic in the Club title means–providing
care, love and support to all the people we meet in
life on the journey we take together.

As previously mentioned at our Annual General
Meeting, apart from recent Covid lockdown
periods, the CWCV has run walks and allied
activities virtually every week for the past 70 years.
This is truly an achievement to be proud of and a
cause for celebrations. Long may it continue.

Our membership list comprises a wonderful mix of
members; some who have been with the CWCV for
many decades, a number going back to the 1950’s,
through to very recent new members. Others who
have stopped active Club walking still keep in touch
through informal social groups.

Best wishes to all club members for the future, and
may God bless us in our lives and walking together.
Peter Wilson

Marriage and the birth of children resulted in a
number of members dropping off the active list to
rear their families. However, when the children had
grown and family responsibilities were less, they have
resumed active walking and remained so for many

President
Front cover photo: Mitchell River Base Camp, 2017. Club
banner the work of Margaret Cuthbertson.
Photo on page 3: the cover of the CWCV’s First Photo Album,
the work of Geoff Luscombe in 1952.
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Telling our stories in words and pictures

T

he Catholic Walking Club of Victoria’s stories
are told around campfires, at Anniversary
weekends and Christmas barbeques hosted by the
Cotters, Tom Buyxk and the Wilsons, at Club photo
nights and even at some members’ funerals. They
are also shared in our collections of photos and our
Club magazine, The Catholic Walker.

sent in by Kerry Maher and Tom Buykx. Peter
Wilson, another keen photographer, provided digital
versions of his extensive collection of colour
transparencies from the 1960s. Photos from the
1980s and 1990s were not so easily found, but
Margaret Cuthbertson, Barbara Piaskowska, Rob
Giebels and others hunted through packets and
The Club’s first photo album is a work of artistry and boxes of 6 X 4” (10 X 15 mm) colour prints to locate
photographs from those decades. When we reached
love. In July 1952 member Geoff Luscombe was
the digital photography era, we found an abundance
given the task of producing and developing the
of images on all sorts of devices.
album. Now housed in the Archives of the
Melbourne Diocesan Historical Commission, this 30 Photographs first appear in The Catholic Walker in
cm x 50 cm album is a treasure trove of superb black the Tenth Anniversary Edition 1951-1961. From 1963
and white photos as well as sketches, cartoons, and onwards an occasional photo appears in the
a poem or two. Kerry Maher has described this
‘regular’ issues, but while the magazines were
handsome item’s wood inlay cover:
printed from scratchy wax stencils by means of a
Gestetner duplicator, it was much easier (although
The magnificent marquetry cover on the club’s
first photo album [is] a lasting reminder of Geoff potentially very messy for the operator) to include
sketches as illustrations. The December 1958 and
Luscombe, who combined his creative skills, his
love of the bush and his dedication to the CWCV 1959 front covers featured a drawing of bushwalkers
and a nativity scene, by Bill Gleeson, a club member
to produce a practical piece of art.
and highly acclaimed artist. Fine line drawings by
The early years of the Club coincided with the rising Ann Thompson (‘Eastern Spinebill’, July 1985) and
popularity of colour photography, initially 35mm
Paul Redmond (‘Kiewa River at Redbank’, January
colour transparencies. When a call was sent out in
1997) illustrated the covers of some issues during
2020 for members to submit photographs for
the 1980s and 1990s. From the late 1990s, photos
possible inclusion in this 70th Anniversary issue of
appeared in all issues of The Catholic Walker.
The Catholic Walker, three little yellow boxes of
~~~~~~~~~~
Kodak slide transparencies dating from 1954 arrived,
In September 1955 the masthead–The Catholic
Walker–appeared on a six-A4 page publication
(which incorporated an earlier Club ‘Newsletter’).
This was the humble beginning of sixty-five years of
‘The magazine of the Catholic Walking Club of
Victoria’! It carried the news of the wedding of
Sheila and Joe Cotter, and for years following issues
almost always announced engagements and
marriages of Club members. And sometimes there
were also threats from the Editor that ‘unless a
Ron McDermid, Cradle Mountain Reserve, Tasmania, 1960
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more heartening response is obtained from this
appeal [for content] The Catholic Walker will cease as
a publication‘. (September 1956). But publication did
not cease, and from 1977 it was expanded from four
to six issues a year.
Reports of extended/multi-day walks begin to fill
pages with beautiful descriptive writing and
reflections on bushwalking. ‘The way to
Wonnangatta’ by “H. M.” in the June 1956 issue set a
standard which has been matched by many other
contributors since then. A Club ‘Literary contest’ in
1959 showcased members’ descriptive and narrative
skills: ‘Baw Baw Drama’ by Kerry Maher (the story of
member David Hally’s survival after eight days lost in
the West Tyers Region during a search for a missing
skier in 1956) was the winning entry. Fred Hillas,
Hazel Merlo and Rita McCarthy were runners up.
Many of these pieces were reminiscences of walks in
the high country, then in 1965 Kevin Delaney wrote a
tribute to ‘This other Victoria’, the Wimmera and the
Mallee:

A fiery and controversial letter in the ‘Walkers
Mailbag’ in the December 1958 edition brought a
flood of correspondence over the next two years, to
the delight of the Editor. Pat Handley’s litany of
complaints about the Club included a lack of ‘dare’ or
competitive challenge in its walks, and suggestions
for dealing with this (such as providing walks for
novices, in which they would have to deal with
getting lost). The flurry of responses to the Mailbag
over the next two years ranged over whether the
Club had become a social rather than a bushwalking
club, and the issue of its Catholic ethos. Editor Fred
Hillas commented in 1960 that Pat Handley’s ‘fiery
and controversial letters initiated and helped
maintain the ‘Walkers Mailbag’ and prompted others
to put pen to paper’.

This country has something which is hard, almost
impossible to describe; it gives me a sense of
‘fullness’, ‘completeness’, which I have not
previously experienced. Everything about it is big
and vast but at the same time finished, complete
within itself.
Tom Buykx, who joined the CWCV in 1959, has
contributed well-crafted items to The Catholic
Walker for over 60 years! In 1966 he submitted a
piece which addressed the question ‘why do you go
bushwalking?’

Tom Buykx: I never miss a page!

‘Wanted! Iconoclasts–apply within’ was the Editorial
of the March 1967 issue. The winds of change from
the Second Vatican Council were reaching the CWCV,
I go, because of the natural beauty to be seen, the and Editor Peter Phillips made a case for opening
grandeur of the mountains, the splendour of the membership of the Club to ‘non-Catholics’, and
dropping ‘Catholic’ from its name. The following June
wild flowers, the majesty of the forest, the glory
of the sun, the unmarked whiteness of the snow. issue contained another Editorial and seven Letters
to the Editor on the subject!
Because of the excitement of doing something
that is difficult and demands careful planning,
‘Pollution in the bush’ was the subject of Zofia
because of the satisfaction I still feel when
Placek’s Editorial in March 1971, offering an early
thinking of a good trip, now years ago. Because of warning that extensive road construction was giving
the lure of the areas the old-timers talk about.
easy access to previously generally unknown areas of
Because of the feeling of independence one
the bush (many of these areas being well-known to
enjoys…
bushwalkers, of course).
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1982 was a big year for Conservation issues. The
July issue, edited by Mark Spence, promoted the
‘No Dams’ campaign and published an article by the
Editor on Antarctica; in the September issue Mark
Thompson made a case against the Franklin/
Gordon scheme while Mark Spence reviewed
proposals for establishing Wilderness areas in
Victoria, and in November Sheila Cotter contributed
an article ‘In defence of the Mountain Cattle-men’.
Over the next four years Mark Thompson
contributed articles on a range of issues, sounding a
lonely voice for Conservation; in March 1986,
commenting on a new management plan for The
Prom, he wrote: ‘I'm personally for maximum
ecology conservation--but no one believes me… I
want parks for natural environment first–people
second.’
Andrea Luscombe (daughter of members Marcia
and Geoff) became Editor in July 1978. Andrea’s
zany humour, her wit and wisdom permeated the
magazine. Issues were decorated with cartoons and
line drawings, scribbled around and over text. Walk
previews (which featured in issues from 1977 to
1982) informed and entertained. The December
1979 issue included a preview of the 1980 Australia
Day Weekend excursion to Little River Gorge
(Grade=HARD), led by Peter Matheson:
Peter's been up this gorge so many times he's
just about worn it down, so you'd better get up
there and see this spectacular piece of country
before there's little of the Little River left.
Rumour has it that Peter could be tackling the
Wulgulmerang Falls on this trip and that
promises incredible death-defying feats indeed.
But really, no matter which way you tackle the
trip, it's still a fantastic walk.

the magazines have been printed by Snap Print and
Design, Moorabbin.
When Paul Roberts (son of members Ineke and Bill)
became Editor in 1998, the format of The Catholic
Walker changed to the now-familiar booklet style.
Paul explained that the change ‘stemmed from the
need to alter the way the Walker was stapled. Oz
Post workers were getting scratched a little too
often by errant staples’! Paul used his computing
skills to design and layout the magazine using a
desktop publishing program.
In 1999 Paul Roberts overhauled the Club webpage,
which he has maintained since then–a phenomenal
commitment. A colour version of the magazine
appears on the website, while black and white
copies are printed and distributed to those
members who choose to read a ‘hard copy’.
For 65 years The Catholic Walker has informed and
entertained members. It has reported on Club
activities and celebrations, members’ marriages
and the birth of their children, and on members’
deaths. AGMs and Committee business have been
covered. It has published some exceptionally fine
writing and splendid photos. In recent years it has
published beautiful, thought-provoking reflections
on spirituality and eco-spirituality by member (and
CWCV Pastoral Carer), Corrie van den Bosch mss.
This tribute to our little magazine has been very
selective (Editor’s prerogative!). Throughout its 65
years of publication many members have
contributed in many roles, as typists, operators of
printing machines, collators, distributors, website
manager, writers, photographers and editors. And
readers!
My favourite item of feedback came from Sheila
Cotter in 2016:

During Andrea’s tenure as Editor the process for
printing the magazine improved. For years it had
been printed on a temperamental Roneo machine;
from 1982 until 1986 it was printed and collated at
the Department of Youth Sport and Recreation.
When this service was withdrawn, it was back to
printing on a ‘duplicating machine’. More recently

Joe and I have always enjoyed this magazine; Joe
always managed to get his hands on it first and
would always exclaim ‘This is the best ever!’.
Joan Kenny, Editor 2006–
August 2021
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The Fifties
1951–1960
1951 1 May 20 people meet to form a Catholic walking club
1951 12 June First official CWCV walk, from Wattle Glen to Warrandyte
1951 31 July First General Meeting. John Vanderfeen President, Joe and Pat Murphy Vice-Presidents
1951 10-day Christmas Trip: Mt Stirling to Lake Tarli Karng and Newry
1953 CWCV affiliates with Federation of Victorian Walking Clubs
1953 10-day Christmas Trip: Cradle Mtn to Lake St Clair, Tasmania
1954 May 63 members
1953/1954 First ascent of Mt Everest (8,850m) and first CWCV ascent of Mt Piper (455 m)
1955 CWCV Newsletter and The Catholic Walker combine into The Catholic Walker (quarterly)
1955 June The Catholic Life Exhibition in Melbourne leads to tremendous growth in membership
1956 May 124 members
NYE 1954/1955 42 members at camp fire concert at Lake St Clair, Tasmania
1956 Melbourne Olympics: CWCV contributes to a combined Federation Walks program for visitors
1958 November Overturned bus incident
1958 Louise Pagliaro joins CWCV
1959 Tom Buykx joins CWCV
Dec 1960/Jan1961 ‘Petticoat Safari’ (six women, led by Jan Hawe) completes the Overland Track
1961 13 May 130 attend 10th Anniversary Dinner Dance at Bambalina Ballroom, Malvern

‘CATHOLIC WALKING CLUB For the purpose of forming a Catholic Walking
Club?”
A meeting will be held at 'Roma House', Elizabeth Street, City, on Tuesday, May
1, at 8 p.m. Catholics interested in bushwalking are invited. If time permits a
colour film of a recent walk through the Cradle Mount-Lake St. Clair Reserve,
Tasmania, will be shown. Particulars from Mr. John Vanderfeen (MU 8961, day)
or Mr. Joseph Cotter (FW 4366, evenings).’
The above advertisement appeared in the Melbourne Catholic Press (The
Tribune) on 26 April, 1951, and the promoters waited anxiously by their phones
for enquiries from interested Catholics.
Twenty people attended.
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The Fifties

Some of the party on the CWCV First Christmas Walk, 1951, (12 days, from Mt Stirling to Newry)

Joe Cotter, Geoff Luscombe and Marcia Luscombe
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The Fifties
I recall that some 42 members gathered at Cynthia Bay, Lake St. Clair, Tasmania, to welcome 1955 with a
camp fire concert which will go down in the annals of Club history. It was a joyous occasion even though
the licence of the local pub was reputed to expire on that night. The locals welcomed us like lost brethren,
feted us and drove us back to camp by truck. Bill Burns, sitting on the tray of the truck, was singing
‘Mandalay’ with such gusto that he ejected his dentures onto the roadway behind the truck–they defied
all efforts to find them for many hours. It happened that at the time a popular song hit was ‘ All I want for
Christmas is my two front teeth’. Bill’s mishap made it very popular that day.
George O’Brien, ‘Retrospect’ The Catholic Walker Tenth Anniversary Edition, 1951-1961

The CWCV First Photo Album records the morning after New Year’s Eve 1954-1955 at Derwent Bridge, Tasmania
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The Fifties
In 1955 a search began in the Baw Baws for a missing skier, Miram Haig, which later developed into a massive
affair when one of our members, David Hally, became lost after being separated for a night from the rest of his
party in sodden jungle with freezing temperatures each night. David was on his own for eight days before
being found in the West Tyers region by a party of forestry officers. How ‘Nasho’ as he was then known,
survived that ordeal is beyond my comprehension: he confounded the experts by even being alive let alone in
a fairly healthy state under the circumstances. The story has been told many times in national and even
international newspapers as an epic of survival. This much at least the hero has admitted; that he realised that
he was lost, that he thought out a plan of action and stuck to it for a week of torture, which is six days more
than you and I probably would have endured.
George O’Brien, ‘Retrospect’, The Catholic Walker Tenth Anniversary Edition, 1951-1961

Field organizer, Bill Bewsher, briefing search parties in the search for CWCV member, David Hally, June 1955.
This photo in the CWCV First Photo Album is probably a press photo.
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The Fifties
Membership soared
Membership soared following the Catholic Life Exhibition [in the Exhibition Building, Melbourne, in June
1955]; meetings were packed, functions were well attended and, above all, record numbers rolled up for
walks. Membership in May 1954 was sixty-three, rising to eighty-two by May 1955; however, by May 1956,
membership had soared to one hundred and twenty-four. Forty-two new members in twelve months!!
Thousands of people wandered past the CWCV stand over the course of the exhibition: one interested
onlooker was the late Archbishop Daniel Mannix.
Kerry Maher, ‘When large numbers on a walk were a concern!!’, The Catholic Walker, 50th Anniversary Special Edition,
1951–2001

‘The Petty (sic) Coat Safari’ Cradle Mountain Reserve Trip, December 1960-January 1961, at Windy Point
Hut. Back: Erica Hoglund, Joyce Taylor, Jan Hawe, Judy Hopcraft. Front: Louise Visser, Sue Simpson.
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The Fifties
Dear Sir,
During the last six to nine months an evil has sprung up in our Club which maybe worthy of some
attention, to see if it is not possible to find a cure. I know that I am venturing on thin ice by bringing to the
fore this controversial topic, but I feel that in the interest of pure bushwalking an attempt must be made
to solve this problem. I am referring to the spreading popularity of portable radio-sets on walking trips…
To my mind, one of the greatest aspects of nature’s beauty is the absence of man-made noises, enabling
the walker to notice the birds’ song, the sound of the wind in the trees, of a lizard among the leaves on
the ground; of a creek running over rocks. This beauty has on various occasions in the past been spoilt by
the indiscriminate use of portable radio-sets…

I recommend that members wishing to use a radio-set on walking trips do so by utilising the earplug,
which, after all, according to the advertisements, is specially supplied for ‘personalised listening’. In this
way both the walker who wants to follow the radio programme, and the walker who wants to enjoy
nature’s beauties, should be able fully to reach their aims.
A.A. (Tom) Buykx
Letter to the Editor, The Catholic Walker, March 1960

Don Bowman, Bob Cooper, Piero Pagliaro, Kerry Maher and Fred Hillas at the Snowline Hotel, Harrietville,
after a walk to Mt Feathertop, 1959
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The Sixties
1961–1970
1961 The Catholic Walker Tenth Anniversary Edition 1951-1961, edited by Kerry Maher
1960s Two sub-clubs: ‘BPS’ (Bachelor Protection Society) and ‘ABC’ (Anti-Bachelors Club–more persistent and
successful, according to Jim Conlon!); many marriages between club members
Lindsay Hood’s furniture van with bolt on seats hired to transport walkers. This lasted until the 1980s.
1962 Good Friday–six members climb Mt Feathertop in the moonlight
1964 Peter Wilson becomes member number 137
1966 Shirley Ford (now Wilson) becomes member number 200
1967 Many strong letters to the Editor of The Catholic Walker on the ‘issue’ of admitting non-Catholics to the
CWCV
1967 CWCV and Melbourne Bushwalkers organise Federation Weekend at Kerrie in the Macedon area

Tenth Anniversary Catholic Walker – the first
printed edition!
You will find on the bottom of the back
cover of the Tenth Anniversary edition, the
words ‘K.M. Printing Service’. That was me
[Kerry Maher].
I had a 19th century Chandler and Price
printing platen in my parents’ garage. I burnt
the midnight oil printing that edition, 44
pages plus the two-colour cover, two pages
at a time by the long gone letterpress
printing method. I hand set, in type, the
headings and the ads. The body copy I had
set by a trade typesetting crowd. All oldfashioned technical stuff!
The Chandler and Price platen was treadle
operated; however, I bolted a motor to the
floor, then ran a belt around the large
flywheel and the motor spindle. I had to be
quick to feed the sheets, otherwise I would
have lost a finger.

(KM to JK 1 April 2021)
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The Sixties
The girls were doing Feathertop in winter!
Up to 1961 the winter trip to Mt. Feathertop used to be strictly boys only, from a genuine consideration that it was too hard
a trip for the girls. Of course, on these trips the boys would indulge certain luxuries which are not normally seen on other
Club walks. These used to be very exhilarating trips… But in 1962 the Feathertop winter trip was an ‘open’ one, and was
done in two parts. Adrian Buykx led a party up the Bungalow Spur track, while John Ledwich took a party to Diamantina Hut,
and from there along the Razorback. This party included Elaine Lynch and Marie Mirams, and Adrian's party included Judy
Hopcraft, Jan Hawe and Louise Visser. The girls were doing Feathertop in winter!
Tom Buykx, ‘The Second Decade’ in CW 20th Anniversary Edition, 1971, p. 14

Jan Hawe (now
Maher) and
Louise Visser
(now Pagliaro),
Mt Feathertop,
1962

A scene of animated chaos
The meeting of the Walks Sub-Committee is not held in
the accepted round table fashion. Instead it is a scene
of animated chaos, with possibly three groups engaged
in separate discussions, while someone else is on the
floor poring over a map of the Macalister River
watershed. lnstead of the chairman calling order, as
likely as not he is arguing as to the possibility of getting
a car over the Woolybutt Saddle in May. All this
clamour is good. It is the vital heart of the Catholic
Walking Club.
John Ledwich, CW March 1966, p.11

Vera Williams (later Newberry)
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The Sixties
New hut on Mt Feathertop
Following his leading a walk to Mt. Feathertop in the winter of 1964, Des Carroll moved that we make available
an amount of £50 for a new hut on that mountain, in view of the bad condition of the hut on the Bungalow
Spur. The Federation was advised of this offer. At that time there was concern within the Federation about the
condition of the Feathertop Hut, and the possible detrimental effects on walkers' and skiers' safety. It was
therefore decided to investigate the possibilities of building a new hut on the mountain and when, eventually,
the go ahead came, I can say from personal observation that Club members put in a fair share of the work. Michael Delaney made an initial design and built a model. Later Paul Kennedy drew up the final design and specifications, and handled a great deal of the ‘red-tape’ work, getting permits, etc. Gavan and Rosalie Breen made
their backyard available for the prefabrication of the timber. And large numbers of other members spent many
weekends on Mt. Feathertop digging foundations, assembling frames, breaking rocks, mixing concrete and, last
but not least, the girls cooking many excellent meals for the hungry menfolk, in addition to lending a very helping hand in the building work. All this work went on in a happy atmosphere of co-operation with members of
the other walking clubs…
Tom Buykx, ‘The Second Decade’ in CW 20th Anniversary Edition, 1971, p. 15

Let sleeping men lie
John Ledwich complains about General Meetings
I submit that the great bulk of Club members don't give a hang about General
Meetings, with their associated reports etc. This is proved by the ever-growing
schools of girIs determinedly knitting, and the surreptitious showing of slides in
the back row by a disinterested group of ‘big-timers’. Let the Committee
completely take over the affairs of the Club and leave the General Meeting to be
a forum for discussion on matters of BUSHWALKING.
John Ledwich, CW February 1965, p.2
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The Sixties

Camp scene (possibly Melbourne Cup weekend 1962) from left to right: John (Bushy) Rishworth, Kerry Maher,
Kevin Cherry, behind smoke: Ron McDermid, sitting: Brian Girdlestone

Peter Wilson, Moonlight’s Cave

Trouble at the ford on the Howqua River
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The Sixties

Jim Conlon’s borrowed limo, circa 1964
Here is a photo of club chauffeur Jim Conlon circa 1964 reclining in back seat with a motley crew returning from
Cathedral Range in his borrowed limousine circa 1928. Unfortunately said limo expired and had to be towed 100
kilometres back to Williamstown.
John Hindle to JK, April 2021

B.P.S. - Is this the end?
By all present indications, the Leap Year
of 1964 will continue to bring dishonour,
defeat and humiliation to the badly
beaten B.P.S., whilst, to the strains of the
Wedding March, membership rockets to
an all-time low.
‘Interested Onlooker’, CW March 1964 p. 9

Terry Shacklock, Phil and Joe Kenyon, and Dennis raise the B.P.S. flag on Mt Bogong, 1966
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The Sixties
The beauty of the bush and the goodness of God
We all know how the beauty of the bush makes it easier for us to appreciate the goodness of God, to be more
receptive to His grace. No doubt this has also made H. Mass celebrated in simple circumstances in the bush a
very intensive experience. Occasions come to mind where Father Ruth celebrated H. Mass in the Moroka Gorge,
Anzac weekend, 1966, Father P. Gardiner S.J. at Mrs. Schuster's, Howqua Hills, in March, 1964, and at Bindaree
Hut a year later. Father J. Vittoria S.S.S. accompanied us to Talbotville and Grant during the New Year 1967
weekend. Father V. Noone, when Chaplain, joined a hard and wet walk on the Barry Ranges during the Cup
weekend, 1966, and our present Chaplain, Father W. Jordan, has various walks to his credit. Perhaps the most
memorable of these occasions was when Father Joachim Dirks (whom old timers will remember under the name
Joe Measom) shared our hardship, heat and thirst on the ‘commando weekend’ to Mt. Darling and the
Wonnangatta Valley in February, 1970.
Tom Buykx, ‘The Second Decade’ in CW 20th Anniversary Edition, 1971, p. 11

Mass at Grant, New Year’s Day, 1967

Does the Catholic Walking Club have its own Catholic mountains?
A priest once asked me ’Does the Catholic Walking Club have its own Catholic mountains?’! Had I known then
what I know now my reply would have been ‘No; but I’m sure that the idea would appeal to some Catholics’.
Leon J. Noone, CW June 1967, p.17
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The Seventies
1971–1980
1971 The Catholic Walker, Twentieth Anniversary Edition, edited by Kerry Maher, Harry
Martin and Zofia Placek
1972 Twelve members form Tom Groggin Wine group
1972/1973 CWCV members involved in both successful and unsuccessful bush search and
rescues
Christmas 1974 Tom Buykx leads party of six (including Peter Matheson) to survey remote
area east of Mt Hotham, on behalf of Federation of Vic Walking Clubs, for submission to
Land Conservation Council re Victoria’s Alpine Areas
1976 25th Anniversary Celebration. 140 members at dinner dance at Emu Bottom
May 1977/May 1978 – 66 walks programmed. Andrea Luscombe does 41
1979 nine new Victorian National Parks established
1979 The Age publishes Sandra Barwell’s 50 Day walks near Melbourne (still used by Walks
Secretary) and 50 Day walks in Victoria
1980 CWCV membership reaches 135
1980 Mary Conheady first female president of CWCV

Eddy McGrath, Gerry Blanchfield and Tom Buykx, rebooting after a river crossing, 1970
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The Seventies

A walk along the Cobungra River became a walk through the Cobungra River, 1971
On Sunday, 27th August, 1972, five-year old Costa Menzentseff became separated from his family on a walking
track in the Toorongo Falls area.
Kevin Dwyer, Frank Hermans, Peter Raymond and Brad Sinclair were already up there when Kevin Delaney and
myself reported to Russell Street Police Headquarters on the Monday night. Brad was leader of the group which
found the boy's pullover. They were doing a sweep up the eastern side of the main river about a quarter of a
mile upstream from the falls. We didn't see Brad and the others on Monday night as they were camped
downstream from the base camp, on a river flat which was becoming a quagmire as the rain was setting in. The
police bus had dropped us at the Noojee Hall where the Red Cross had laid out about a hundred mattresses,
pillows and blankets for which we were very thankful.
It seemed that we had only just gone to bed (but it wasn't, really) when the lights went on. ‘All you fellows get
up’, said the Red Cross man. ‘What were his exact words?”’I said to Kevin, looking for a loophole but it was no
use and by about 5.40 a.m. we were in the bus heading for the base camp for breakfast.
…The search lasted another three days before being abandoned on the Saturday which was the thirteenth day.
Only about five walkers took part in these last few days. It was the longest search in which Federation members
have been involved and, I think, the saddest, leaving us with disappointment and a great unsolved mystery.
Many lessons were learnt from this search and all who took part, and particularly the police, are to be admired.
All the bushwalking groups performed well and their contribution was appreciated by the police. Our search and
rescue section is one in which we can take pride for the service it provides to the community.
John Lynch, ‘The search for Costa Menzentseff’, CW December 1972, pp 9-12
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The Seventies

Pat Scully (later O’Brien) and Hazel Merlo, and two fine pairs of hobnail boots

Triple head hobnail boots
In the early days of the club, the only boots available were leather; rubber soled boots were not available.
Hob nails, more specifically, triple head, were hammered into the soles of boots to provide grip. As the name
suggests, instead of one head, there were three heads above three points. Members obtained supplies from
Auski’s shop in McEwan House, Little Collins Street. Auski’s 1959 price list shows that triple head hobnails cost
5/6 (five shillings and sixpence) per pound. Tricounis (iron nails) were hammered into the front of the boot
sole.
All of this extra hardware contributed to a heavy boot.
(KM to JK April 2021)
[The 1974 Anniversary Weekend] ‘was a good opportunity to meet the many family groups who had come,

and to talk about what used to be in the club and what is in the club. Our newer members saw with
amazement the historical footwear of one of the 0ld Timers: hob-nailed Federation boots on the feet of Piero
Pagliaro.
Tom Buykx, ‘Reunion Weekend’, CW June 1974
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The Seventies
Young walkers don’t want kindergarten trips
When I started walking 10 years ago there were 3 or 4 hard
trips on every programme and only 2 or 3 easy trips, those
were the 'boom' years of the Club and walkers came to the
C.W.C.V. because they knew the Club was more interested
in walking than socialising.
Peter Raymond, CW Sept 1975, p. 10

Peter Raymond

The members of the Anti-Bachelor Club
must be busy
It seems of late that every Walker has news
of someone’s engagement or wedding. The
members of the Anti-Bachelor Club must be
busy, with five weddings from May last year
to June this year.
CW July 1980, p.3

While David Warrillow strides out boldly, Mary
Dempsey (now Conheady) seems to have her doubts

Typewriter wanted
Typewriter wanted for the Editor of The Catholic Walker. If you know of a typewriter that can be donated or
purchased, could you please contact Andrea Luscombe.
CW December 1979
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The Seventies
Tasmania: BIG TIME TRIPLE WOW WOW WOW!
February 9th [1979] came at last! Months of planning, weeks of packing and hours of last-minute panic saw us
standing on the deck of the Empress of Australia waving good-bye to the group of people standing down below
us.
Four of us on our way to Tasmania. The very honourable Julian Patrick Joseph Conheady, Esquire, always neat,
incredibly organised ready first! The ever-hungry Christopher (Robin) John Gregory Bradbury, Esquire, who not
only races off like a horse, but could eat one too! Also there was the tang-porridge-tea man the very terrible
Harold Thomas Joseph Twining. And then there was me– the official leader, who did anything but lead!
…

On the second day at Cynthia Bay, the male chauvinists walked to Mt Rufus and back; while I was left to wash
clothes, do some shopping, and cook tea and have the fire going, as well as have firewood and water collected.
(Which was all done.)
The next day we walked to Derwent Bridge where we caught a bus to Hobart.
So much for our 8½ day walk. Just because the country was about the best I've seen, the weather was good to
us, I got out without being eaten by my cannibalistic companions, the food was quite often described as 'nice',
we were well enough equipped and I would go again, doesn't mean necessarily that we enjoyed ourselves; but if
that is not enjoyment on the BIG TIME TRIPLE WOW WOW WOW! appreciation scale, I don't know what is!
Andrea Luscombe, ‘Operation Webfoot’, CW March 1979 p. 11

The President’s list of Club woes
As to The Catholic Walker, the end is in sight. The
continuing scarcity of member contributions for the
club magazine can only result in its being discontinued
or, at best, condensed into one annual publication.
Rick Ranton, CW Sept 1975, pp. 3-4

Begging for contributions for The Catholic Walker

Our usually cheerful secretary, Andrea, got up, gloomily waved three
blank sheets of paper at the meeting, and said 'This is all the next
magazine is going to be…, if you don't do something about it.’
Tom Buykx, CW May 1979 p.8

Andrea Luscombe on a ski trip on the Barry Range

The coming of the private car for transport
The third decade saw a decline in numbers on walks and the coming of the private car for transport to the start
of walks.
CW 30th Anniversary Edition,1981 p. 2
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The Seventies
Official opening of the water fight season
Notice is hereby given of the official opening of the water fight season for the summer of 1980, to be held on
October 14th.
Some of the basic rules:
•

only water may be used.

•

Water must leave the hand of the thrower before it comes into contact with the throwee.

•

Not more than 8 (eight) gallons may be thrown by the one person in a period of 6.375 seconds.

•

‘Gentlemen’ with ties shall not be exempted from ‘targetship’.

•

Persons with cameras shall be exempted for periods of lengths up to 10 minutes. After such a period
has elapsed, the above-named candidate must find a different exemption (of which there are, to
date, none).

CW September 1979, p.10

Cross-country skiing was popular among CWCV members in the 1970s.
In the Mt Buffalo National Park this party has reached the end of the road, the shelter below ‘The Horn’.
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